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Abstract: Empirically, the physical spatial arrangement of places provides us with a clue about the
likelihood for crime opportunities based on the principles of crime prevention through environmental
design (CPTED). Although we know that the quality of the urban built environment influences
people’s behavior, its measurement as a variable is not an easy task. In this study, we present and
develop a set of urban built environment indicators (UBEIs) based on two datasets: building footprints
and road networks at the neighborhood level in the city of Praia, Cape Verde. We selected the four
most relevant UBEIs to create a single urban built environment indicator (CUBEI), and then, explored
their relationships with five types of crime (i.e., burglary, robbery, mugging, residential robbery,
and crimes involving weapons) using correlation and regression analysis. Our results showed a
consistent and statistically significant relationship between different types of crimes with both the
UBEIs and CUBEI, suggesting that a poor urban built environment is associated with an increase
of all types of crimes investigated in this study. Thus, to minimize crime incidents, urban planners
should rehabilitate or design neighborhoods from the earlier stage, considering the principles of
CPTED and broken window theory (BWT).
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1. Introduction

The effect of the built environment on crime intensity is consequential and has received
growing attention in the literature in crime place studies [1,2]. Crimes depend on demographic
and socioeconomic factors, but they also depend on the built environment, which acts as an external
force affecting an individual’s behavior and attitude [3–9]. Understanding the influential factors of
crimes is crucial to minimizing their costly and adverse impacts on society [10].

The relationship between the urban built environment and crime has been widely explored in
many developed countries [1,2,5,11–13] but with much less attention in developing countries [14,15].
In general, research has been conducted at three levels—micro (buildings), meso (neighborhoods), and
macro (city/town)—with more attention given to the micro-level using sampled buildings. Most of
the researchers have agreed on the persistent effect of the urban built environment on crime rates,
positing that places that present a physical sign of a lack of planning and the negligence of the main
principles of crime prevention through environmental design (CPTED) (surveillance, territoriality, and
control access) with physical and social disorder tend to have more crimes. CPTED is mainly focused
on the developments and interventions in urban design that discourage criminals from committing
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crimes [16]. CPTED is complemented by broken window theory (BWT), which states that a small
amount of physical and social disorder results in the influence of people’s behaviors and attitudes
being unresolved, leading to more crime and disorder [16].

On the other hand, despite a wealth of literature, previous studies lack a complete required
practical representation of the concept of the urban built environment [17]. In particular, there is a lack
of reliable and integrated indicators that measure the physical aspects of the urban built environment
at the neighborhood level. The physical aspect of the urban built environment refers to the spatial
arrangement of physical, man-made structures, such as buildings and roads [18], and the strength of
the spatial contiguity relation between neighborhoods [19]. Therefore, incomplete indicators of the
quality of the urban built environment may compromise the true relationship between the urban built
environment and crime. For example, to the best of our knowledge, the existent literature has assessed
the quality of the urban built environment with indicators such as population density, land use diversity,
green land design, destination accessibility, bus stop density, and distance to transit, which generally
neglect the physical spatial arrangement of the urban fabric, i.e., buildings and roads—an important
component from the perspective of CPTED and BWT. Even if we consider some exceptions that use
street density, bus stop density, intersection density, and the average number of stories as variables to
quantify the urban built environment [2], these indicators still lack the complete representation of the
built environment.

In summary, previous studies have paid little attention to the physical aspects of the spatial
arrangement of the urban built environment, generating incomplete indicators that may be problematic
for assessing the genuine relationship with other social, economic, and environmental phenomena.
Moreover, the existing relationship between the urban built environment and crime has been mostly
observed in developed countries and China—the urban built environments of which clearly differ
from most African countries. African examples like Ghana [20] and South Africa [21] are more
theoretical and intervention based. The observed relationships are mostly at the microscale and related
to reduced types of crimes, i.e., burglary [4], residential robbery [22], and violent crimes. An exception
is Hipp et al. [1], who analyzed the effect of the physical environment on the rates of several types of
crimes, i.e., aggravated assault, robbery, homicide, burglary, motor vehicle theft, and larceny; however,
these are also at the microscale. Therefore, there is a need to explore the relationship between the
urban built environment and different types of crime at the neighborhood scale in order to deepen
our understanding of the topic, since empirical evidence shows that the effect of the urban built
environment may be different depending on the types of crime.

To address these gaps, in this study, we develop and present a set of urban built environment
indicators based on two datasets, building footprints and road networks that are able to capture
different components of the physical pattern of the urban built environment at the neighborhood level
in the city of Praia, Cape Verde. In addition, we explore their relationship with different types of
crimes in each particular neighborhood, using correlation and regression analyses. The relevant UBEIs
were linearly combined in order to produce a single urban built environment indicator of which its
relationship with different crimes was explored.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the research framework and
the literature review related to crime place studies, specifically the effect of the urban built environment
(UBE) on crime rates focused on CPTED principles and BWT. In addition, based on the literature, we
develop several hypotheses of UBEIs’ effect on crime rates. In Section 3, we start by describing the city
of Praia (Section 3.1) and present the materials and methods used in this study (Section 3.2). Section 4
presents the results of the Spearman correlation between UBEIs and different crime types, as well as
the OLS regression output of the tested variable CUBEI and different types of crimes, while controlling
for other socioeconomic attributes. Section 5 discusses the results obtained, and finally, Section 6 gives
the conclusion of this research.
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2. Framework and Hypothesis

2.1. The Association between the Built Environment and Crimes

The association of the built environment and crimes at the microscale is formally grounded in Jane
Jacobs’ The Death and Life of Great American Cities [23] and Newman’s theory of defensible spaces [24],
which progressively evolved into many crime-opportunities theories, such as rational choice, routine
activity, crime pattern [3,5], crime prevention through environmental design (CPTED) [25], broken
window theory (BWT) [16], etc. From this background, the urban built environment became a crucial
component in crime studies. For instance, CPTED is focused on projecting and readjusting the built
environment using creativity and field knowledge in order to discourage criminal and anti-social
behaviors [9,23,24]. On the other hand, BWT links serious crimes to the social and physical disorders,
positing that the prevalence of disorder creates fear in the minds of citizens who are convinced that the
area is unsafe [16]—which might play an important role in their attitude and behaviors [26]. More
recently, many other experimental studies have concluded that in fact there is a significant association
between built environment and crimes [1,2,9,13], specifically that poor physically designed urban
environment is associated with an increase in crime rates.

However, these studies have been conducted mostly in developed countries, at micro-scale
using suitable characteristics, such as building type, window arrangement and orientation [24],
building access control and the effective use of the built environment [27], type of trees and their exact
location [12], and the surroundings facilities (e.g., bars, schools, public apartment, convenience stores,
and street lighting [28,29]) that can lead to the reduction of criminal incidents and improvement in
the quality of life. Generally, they ignored relevant physical aspects of the urban built environment
which constitute the benchmark of all daily human activities and mobility—the spatial arrangement
of the buildings and roads network. From the existing literature, we found and formulated the
following arguments:

• Low legible neighborhoods

In a low legible neighborhood, the tree growth pattern along the streets are generally curved,
which limits the line of sight along the street, thus reducing passive surveillance (e.g., visibility between
people along streets as well between buildings) and pedestrians’ possibility of anticipating possible
danger [22,30]. Furthermore, as posited by Salleh et al. [31], it decreases the air circulation in the
neighborhood, thus increasing the temperature and, consequently, the crime rate.

• Neighborhood density

The more people per unit of space, the greater the anonymity, the more difficult it is for residents
to identify threat [32], and the greater the social friction. In addition, a high density of land occupation
results in a more impervious surface and urban heat, which is often referred to as an influential factor
of crime rates [31]. Very dense building implantation in a neighborhood may be linked with narrow
roads, a lack of parking, and a lack of recreational and open spaces, which also negatively affect
passive surveillance.

• The shared administrative boundary

Empirically, the percentage of the shared border is directly linked with the social and economic
interaction between neighborhoods. The easy movement of people between neighborhoods may result
in more interactions with strangers, which may generate more social friction and conflict [7]. Moreover,
criminal offenders target places where they are not easily recognized by residents as a threat, and
therefore, they avoid acting in their own neighborhood [5]. They also avoid traveling long distances to
practice criminal activities [33].

• Housings deterioration
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Neighborhoods containing dilapidated housing and those showing slight physical disorder [16]
become suitable targets for criminals and tend to register more crimes. These zones are located
nearer or within to the city center, where there is higher accessibility and concentration of commercial
and services areas and the best infrastructures and facilities that provide more crime opportunities,
especially for residential robbery [34,35].

2.2. Research Hypothesis

To extend our understanding of the relationship between the urban built environment and crimes,
we aim to answer the following questions:

• Are the characteristics of a neighborhoods’ physical built environment associated with an increase
in the intensity of burglary, robbery, mugging, residential robbery and crime involving weapons?

• Is the relationship between the neighborhood built environment and crime independent of other
socioeconomic variables, i.e., the income of the neighborhood?

To effectively address these questions, this research is grounded on the existing theoretical
framework of CPTED and BWT, which widely recognizes the impact of the urban built environment
on criminal incidents. Therefore, through a set of developed indicators of the neighborhood physical
built environment guided by the existing literature, we hypothesized an increase in crime intensity in
neighborhoods with the following characteristics: low legibility, dense buildings implantation, more
administrative shared boundary with neighboring zones, and older age.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Study Area

The 10 islands of Cape Verde are located on the West African coast, 450 km from Senegal (Figure 1).
The island of Santiago has only 24.5% of the national territory and is home to 56% of the country’s
entire population, having nine of the 24 Cape Verdean cities, including the capital city of Praia. Praia is
the main economic and political center of Cape Verde, located on the southeasternmost end of Santiago
Island. Praia city, the capital of Cape Verde, like most of the African cities, has been experiencing
an urbanization process quite different from those in developed countries [36], mainly due to an
intense movement of people from rural areas to the cities. This intense urbanization, mainly caused by
successive years of drought, land degradation, and the emergence of industrial clusters in the cities that
offer better opportunities for employment and education [37], has been generating a built environment
predominantly dominated by informality and spontaneous land occupation. This intense demographic
pressure and mono-polarization of the capital city is also typical in small island developing states
(SIDSs). As predicted by Angel [38], until 2030, developing countries, particularly in Africa and Asia,
may experience a duplication of their urban population and a triplication of built-up areas. This fast
increase of population and built-up areas has engendered many social problems, including crime. In
addition, little is known about the relationship between the urban built environment and crime in the
African context, which makes the reported conclusions from previous studies limited and regionalized.

In Cape Verde, the city of Praia is the most problematic in terms of land use planning [39]. In
2010, it had 26% of the Cape Verdean population, 42% of Cape Verde’s urban population, and 76.7% of
Santiago Island’s population—all this in only 0.25% of the national territory [40]. Moreover, only 20%
of the buildings have received formal planning approval, and half of the housing has only one floor.
This city is dominated by informal and spontaneous construction [41].
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Figure 1. Study area location and its neighborhoods.

The Praia municipality has 39% and 74% of Cape Verde and Santiago Island’s Gross Domestic
Product (GDP), respectively [42]. Thanks to internal migration and the migration of youth and adults
from other African countries seeking for employment opportunities generated as a result of foreign
and domestic investment, the population of Praia has increased rapidly over the last few decades (3%
annually), starting from 38,564 in 1980 to 94,048 in 2000, and about 145,290 in 2015 [40,43]. In parallel,
the capital city has registered higher crime rates among Cape Verdeans cities, with a total of 8616 crimes
in the year 2017, of which 59% were crimes against property and 41% were crimes against people [44].

The extent of the study area is 33.2 km2 and includes 42 neighborhoods, mostly residential. The
neighborhoods’ extent varies from 0.10 km2 and 1.9 km2, with a mean of 0.47 km2. However, in this
study, we only considered 25 neighborhoods because we aggregated the neighborhoods in order to
match with crime data.

3.2. Materials and Methods

3.2.1. Criminal Data

Criminal events are recorded by the Polícia Nacional de Cabo Verde [44]. In this study, we used
criminal statistics from the years 2013–2017 that include a variety of crimes, grouped into two broad
categories—crimes against property and crimes against people, which are further sub-classified into
smaller groups. The types of crimes used in this study and their subtypes are described in Table A1.
Five main types of crimes were selected: burglary, robbery, mugging, residential robbery, and crimes
involving weapons. Given that criminal data are count events from neighborhoods with different sizes,
proper scaling was carried out in order to make them comparable. Therefore, each type of crime was
divided by the hectare of the built-up area (BUA) of its respective neighborhood, taken from Silva and
Li [43]. Such output was labelled as crime rates or crime intensity.
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3.2.2. Cartographic Data

Cartographic data related to building footprints and roads at scale 1:1000 and one-meter
equidistance contour and mass point elevation were obtained from the Instituto Nacional de Gestão de
Território of Cape Verde [45,46].

3.2.3. Socioeconomic Data

From the Instituto Nacional de Estatística de Cabo Verde [47], we obtained unemployment rates
and socioeconomic and income data at the neighborhood level. Socioeconomic data were used to
develop a household socioeconomic variable [43]—the percentage of the household family with
possession and use of certain goods and services; and income data was used to create a per cent
low-income household family—monthly income less or equal to 15,000 CVE (about $149 USD).

3.2.4. The UBEIs Selection and Calculation

To measure the quality of the urban built environment of each neighborhood in relation to crimes
opportunities, four intrinsic and two extrinsic indicators were calculated. In this section, we presented
and described the six different UBEIs applied in this study. Additionally, intrinsic non-correlated
UBEIs were linearly combined to represent a single urban built environment indicator (CUBEI).

The neighborhoods’ intrinsic UBEIs were developed based on buildings footprints: road nodes
density (RND), road surface density (RSD), percentage of open spaces (POS) and roads layer—regular
street nodes (RegSI), road network complexity (RNC), and ETA index. Furthermore, two complementary
extrinsic indicators were developed: neighborhood ages (NAge) and percentage of free shared
boundaries (PFSB).

Road Nodes Density (RND) and Road Surface Density (RSD)

The RND is the number of street nodes per hectare of urban patches and the RSD is the ratio between
the total area occupied by roads and the total amount of urban patches in each particular neighborhood.

Regular Street Index (RegSI)

RegSI basically quantifies the degree of planning of the urban environment of each particular
neighborhood. This variable can be expressed as the ratio between numbers of orthogonal or regular
intersections nodes and the total number of roads intersections nodes in each particular neighborhood.
Third and fourth-degree order of roads intersections were considered. Fourth-degree order nodes are
those nodes where four roads meet (Figure 2a,c), and third-degree order nodes are those where three
roads meet (Figure 2b,d).
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A GIS technique was performed to count the number of orthogonal intersections. A two-meter
buffer ring at roads intersections was generated and then split by their corresponding intersected roads
edges, generating a set of sectors polygons of each buffer unit. In addition, the proportion of the area
of each sector in relation to the area of buffer was calculated. Based on this area proportion, different
orders of orthogonal roads intersections were selected and then counted within each neighborhood
using the spatial join technique. A threshold value of 23% to 27% in the per cent area of each sector
was applied in the nodes selection process.

Road Network Complexity (RNC)

From a topologically corrected street network, split at nodes intersections, the street orientation
was calculated using the python script (see Appendix B, Code (B.1)) and then intersected with
neighborhood shapefile in order to have linked each road segment to its respective neighborhood. We
have considered 24 bin of azimuth angle of 15 degrees each in order to capture more heterogeneity of
streets orientation within and between neighborhoods.

WBSPix =
PSEi · PSLi

2
, (1)

where WBSPix is the weighted average street proportion in bin i in neighborhood x; PSEi and PRLi is
the percentage of street edges in the bin i and percentage of street length in bin i, respectively.

RNC =
n∑

n=1

(MAX(WBSPix)) −WBSPix, (2)

where RNC is the neighborhood road network complexity index, WBSPix is the weighted average
street proportion in bin 1 to n in neighborhood x.

The difference between the bin with higher proportions and all the others bin in each particular
neighborhood shown in Equation (2) allows us to capture the heterogeneity of the street networks
within each neighborhood (Figure 3). For instance, for a neighborhood whose streets are more or less
regular, the bin proportions difference will be higher because few bins will have high proportions and
many bins will have small proportions, which tend to increase its index (see plateau neighborhood in
Figure 3). On the other hand, in the neighborhood where streets are very irregular, the probability to
have significant proportions of streets in each bin is higher, or in other words, the proportions between
bins tend to be more or less the same, which will result in a smaller difference between bins and lower
index (see Eugenio Lima and Calabaceira in Figure 3). However, because some neighborhoods (e.g.,
Lém Cachorro, Safende) have a significant amount of their built-up areas without roads coverages, this
indicator should be adjusted by this factor. Therefore, we performed a selection by location of building
footprints farther than 100 m from roads and their corresponding percentage of area in relation to the
total built-up area within each respective neighborhood. This proportion was used as a function of
RNC index stabilization. For example, Lém Cachorro has an RNC index of 0.79, and 27% of its built-up
area is uncovered by roads. Therefore, the RNC index is reduced by 27%, ending up with an adjusted
index of 0.58.
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Percentage of Open Spaces (POS)

The ratio between the area occupied by buildings and roads (merged), and the area of urban
patches in each particular neighborhood—previously delineated by Silva and Li [43]—indirectly define
the degree of dispersion of the buildings and roads. This approach is a small adjustment of what
Jaeger et al. [48] called the percentage of built-up area (PBA).

POS = 1−

∑
Abup

Aup
· 100, (3)

where POS is the percentage of open spaces in the neighborhood x, Abup sum of the built-up areas (roads
and buildings) in the neighborhood x, and Aup is the area of the urban patches in the neighborhood x.

ETA Index

Eta index is the ratio between the total street lengths (TSL) and a number of streets edges (NSE)
within each particular neighborhood. It basically defines the mean size of street edges.

ETA =

∑
i SL∑
i SE

, (4)

Neighborhood Age (NAge)

The NAge was calculated using the proportion of built-up areas in each neighborhood at each
corresponding year (1969, 1993, 2003, 2010, and 2015) derived from Silva and Li [43]. First, we
subtracted each year (1969, 1993, 2003, 2010 and 2015) from the year 2015, resulting in years differences
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of 42, 22, 12, 5, and 0. Second, this year’s differences were multiplied by their corresponding area
proportion in order to obtain an approximated average age of the neighborhood.

NAge = (LP−Y)· PBUp, (5)

where NAge is the average neighborhood age, LP is the most recent data indicating year of built-up
areas available, Y is the individual time period, and PBUp is the proportion of built-up area in period Y.

Percentage of Free Shared Boundaries (PFSB)

Shared boundaries are the common boundaries between neighborhoods without any kind of
natural barrier. Natural barriers are areas with a slope greater than 25% and located at most 100 m from
the boundary of the neighborhoods or large open spaces and discontinuity in urban patches (greater
than 200 m). Praia is a city with significant variations in its topography with some neighborhoods sited
on plateaus and others in valleys and this effect must be taken into account because it influences the
relationship between them. The boundaries of the neighborhoods are mostly defined on those higher
slope areas. The slope was calculated using a digital elevation model generated from a one-meter
equidistance contour [46]. Regions with a slope greater than 25% were extracted and converted to a
polygon shapefile. In order to select the border that intersects the steepest slope areas, the boundaries
line features were split at vertices using GIS tools, which breaks the boundaries into smaller lines. This
procedure allows us to select by location those lines within a 100-m distance from the natural barrier
and to obtain the natural barriers on the shared boundaries of each the neighborhood. The PFSB was
calculated by the ratio of free shared boundaries and the perimeter of the neighborhood, indicating the
degree of external influence in each neighborhood. The higher the PFSB, the more interaction with
surrounding neighborhoods.

3.2.5. The UBEIs Standardization

Having computed the UBEIs for each of Praia neighborhood, these variables was scaled in a range
between 0 (favorable for crimes) and 1 (unfavorable for crimes), using the following formula:

XNew =
X i−Xmin

Xmax −Xmin
, (6)

where XNew is the scaled UBEI, Xi is the actual value of UBEI, and Xmin and Xmax are the minimum
and maximum value of UBEI, respectively. The value of UBEI, which empirically isinversely related to
crimes rate, was inverted in order to have a logical indicator. This min-max standardization approach
is simple to apply and is widely used in GIS and machine learning in order to make multiples variables
of different units comparable by fitting the data points into a specific predefined range.

3.2.6. Filtering of the UBEIs

Most of the parametric statistics require some assumptions such as the number of observations,
the number of variables, linear relationship, and specific variables type, absent of outliers and
data normality. In contrast, Spearman’s rank-order correlation statistic approach is nonparametric
(distribution-free). It measures the strength of monotone association between two variables and is not
a measure of the linear relationship between two variables [49]. Although we have observed some
trend of the linear relationship between UBEIs and different crimes rates, the data presented some
outliers, which makes Spearman’s correlation coefficient more appropriate than Person’s correlation.

Bivariate correlations among the candidate predictors were calculated (Table 1), in order to avoid
redundancy explanatory power in combining the UBEIs. We assumed as danger level of correlation
value equal to or greater than 0.7, represented in bold in Table 1. The RND, RSD and NAge are
highly correlated (ρ ≥ 0.7; Sig. ≤ 0.01) with POS. Likewise, ETA is correlated with RND (ρ ≥ −0.85;
Sig. ≤ 0.01) and therefore, since RND is removed from our analysis, ETA is kept. Non-statistically
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high correlation was found between the remaining intrinsic UBEIs, suggesting their relevance of
representing independent component of the UBE. However, the NAge presented statistically significant
high correlation with POS, then, we excluded it from our analysis. Therefore, only PFSB is used as
extrinsic indicators of UBE and was not mixed with intrinsic indicators.

Table 1. Bivariate correlations (ρ of Spearman) between independent variables.

RND * RSD * RegSI RNC POS ETA NAge PFSB

In
tr

in
si

c
U

B
EI

s

RND *
ρ 1

Sig. 0.000

RSD *
ρ 0.458 a 1

Sig. 0.021 0.000

RegSI ρ −0.288 0.413 a 1
Sig. 0.163 0.040 0.000

RNC
ρ −0.405 a 0.202 0.613 b 1

Sig. 0.045 0.334 0.001 0.000

POS
ρ −0.731 b

−0.799 b −0.105 0.072 1
Sig. 0.000 0.000 0.616 0.734 0.000

ETA
ρ −0.855 b −0.143 0.419 a 0.583 b 0.474 a 1

Sig. 0.000 0.495 0.037 0.002 0.017 0.000

Ex
tr

.U
B

EI
s

NAge ρ 0.508 b 0.654 b 0.066 −0.070 −0.812 b −0.118 1
Sig. 0.009 0.000 0.753 0.740 0.000 0.575 0.000

PFSB
ρ 0.644 b −0.028 −0.436 a

−0.618 b −0.302 −0.004 0.301 1
Sig. 0.001 0.892 0.029 0.001 0.143 0.985 0.144 0.000

a. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (two-tailed). b. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* UBEIs removed from further analysis due to high correlation with POS.

3.2.7. Exploring the Link between UBE and Crimes

Bivariate Spearman correlation coefficient was performed between all the individuals’ UBEIs
and the five types of crimes analyzed in this study in order to explore their relationship. The linear
combination (summation) of the standardized variables—intrinsic indicators (see Section 3.2.4)—was
carried out to introduce a new and single indicator of urban built environment (CUBEI) that reflects
the quality of the urban environment based on the principles of CPTED. Then, the Spearman
correlation was performed in order to understand its relationship with the five different types of
crimes (burglary, robbery, mugging, residential robbery and crimes involving weapons). To control
for other socioeconomic variables, ordinary least squares (OLS) regression was also performed using
crimes intensity as dependent variable and CUBEI, PFSB, socioeconomic indicators, income and
unemployment rate as independent variables.

4. Results

4.1. Relationship between UBEIs and Crime Types

Table 2 shows the bivariate Spearman correlation coefficient between different types of crime rates
and the UBEIs. Overall, we observed a substantial correlation between the UBEIs and different types
of crime rates, with the exception of RegSI which did not correlate with any type of crime. The ETA
index and PFSB showed an association with all types of crimes, and both were highly correlated with
crimes involving weapons. In addition, the PFSB is also highly correlated (ρ = 0.726, sig. ≤ 0.01) with
mugging. An increase in RNC indicator is associated with a consistent decreasing rate in all types of
crime, with the exception of burglary crimes, however, stronger for residential robbery (ρ = −0.665;
Sig. ≤ 0.01) and crimes involving weapons (ρ = 0.649, Sig. ≤ 0.01). Likewise, the POS has a strong
correlation with burglary (ρ = −0.842; Sig. ≤ 0.01) and a moderate association with robbery, crimes
involving weapons and muggings. On the other hand, neighborhood age (NAge) is strongly correlated
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with burglary and it presented a statistically significant correlation with the other types of crimes,
except for residential robbery (ResRob).

Table 2. Bivariate correlation between dependent variables and individuals’ candidate’s
independent variables.

RegSI * RNC * POS * ETA * NAge ** PFSB **

Burglary ρ 0.036 −0.352 −0.842 b
−0.635 b 0.715 b 0.536 b

Sig 0.864 0.085 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.006

Robbery ρ −0.025 −0.415 a
−0.598 b −0.640 b 0.493 a 0.693 b

Sig 0.904 0.039 0.002 0.001 0.012 0.000

Mugging ρ −0.085 −0.438 a
−0.621 b

−0.682 b 0.505 b 0.726 b

Sig 0.688 0.028 0.001 0.000 0.010 0.000

ResRob + ρ −0.236 −0.665 b −0.142 −0.642 b 0.032 0.721 b

Sig 0.256 0.000 0.497 0.001 0.878 0.000

CrmWp ++ ρ −0.369 −0.649 b
−0.558 b −0.796 b 0.444 a 0.844 b

Sig 0.069 0.000 0.004 0.000 0.026 0.000
a. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed); b. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). * Intrinsic
UBEIs and ** Extrinsic UBEIs. + ResRob—residential robbery, ++ CrmWp—crimes involving weapons.

Figure 4 shows the trend of the relationship between the CUBEI and different types of crimes
(burglary, robbery, mugging, residential robbery and crimes involving weapons) in the city of Praia.
The scatterplot in Figure 4 shows an overall negative relationship between CUBEI and all types of
crime. Crimes involving weapons and residential robbery show a much higher degree of correlation
comparing with the remaining types of crimes which present a weaker association, although statistically
significant. In particular, the neighborhood of Fazenda (id = 10) (Figure 4a–c), where the “sucupira”
(local market) is located, presented a dissimilar behavior with the remaining neighborhoods, regarding
the burglary, robbery and mugging. Likewise, concerning burglary, Plateau—the historic center of
the city where major business and services are sited, also slightly differs from the observed general
trend. Figure 5b (robbery), Figure 5c (mugging), and Figure 5e (crimes involving weapons), show Tira
Chapeu (id = 16) as an outlier in the presented trend. This zone is well known by locals as one of the
most unsafe neighborhoods in the city.
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Figure 4. Relationship between different types of crimes (crimes per hectare of built up areas) and the
combined urban built environment indicator (CUBEI) in the city of Praia. (a) Burglary and CUBEI,
(b) robbery and CUBEI, (c) mugging and CUBEI, (d) residential robbery and CUBEI, and (e) crime
involving weapons and CUBEI.

Table 3 shows the Spearman correlation coefficient between the CUBEI and the five types of
crimes. All types of crimes have shown a statistically significant relationship with CUBEI. This
consistency relationship in both, bivariate and regression level (Tables 3–9), accounting for households’
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income, households’ socioeconomic indicators, and unemployment rates, provides good evidence and
confidence in our results.

Table 3. Correlation matrix (Spearman correlation coefficient) between the CUBEI and the five types
of crimes.

Crimes Involving
Weapons Burglary Robbery Residential

Robbery Mugging

CUBEI
ρ −0.874 b

−0.615 b
−0.637 b

−0.826 b
−0.694 b

Sig. 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.000
b. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (two-tailed).

In order to further explore the relationship between CUBEI and crime rates, controlling for other
relevant demographic and social variables, regression analysis was performed. A set of independent
variables—CUBEI, household socioeconomic indicators, income, PFSB, and unemployment rate—was
used in each crime type–specific regression model. However, only those models with two independent
variables that met all the regression assumptions and presented adjusted R-squared higher than 0.5
were selected as the best models since we have a limited sample size. The literature recommends one
independent variable for every 10 observations [50,51] in order to avoid model overfitting. Explanatory
variables which are not presented in the results outputs were excluded for two reasons, was not
statistically significant or violated others OLS assumptions [52]. Socioeconomic indicators and the
unemployment rate were kept in the model given that they are well supported in the literature as
the main factors influencing crimes, and its relationship with crimes is supported by our empirical
evidence of study area. Likewise, the observed relationship between CUBEI, PFSB and crimes rates
fulfilled our hypothesis and all the regression assumptions.

The results shown in Table 4 suggest that the household’s socioeconomic conditions and the CUBEI
together explain about 50% of the variations in burglary crime intensity (logged variable). Specifically,
the sign of the coefficients indicates that an increase in households’ socioeconomic conditions is
associated with an increase in the log of burglary, and an increase in CUBEI is associated with a
decrease in the log of burglary crime intensity.

Table 4. OLS regression output. Dependent variable = log burglary rate.

Variable Coefficient Std-Error t-Statistic Probability VIF

Intercept 1.877210 0.304734 6.160159 0.000003 * - - - - - - - - - - - -
Household Socioecon 0.024124 0.006794 3.550865 0.013798 * 1.143540
CUBEI −0.737846 0.156932 −4.701698 0.000611 * 1.143540
Number of observations 25
Number of Variables 3
Adjusted R2 0.501761
R2 0.543281
AICc 36.227585
F-statistic 13.084808 Prob(>F), (2, 22) degrees of freedom: 0.000180 *
Wald statistic 16.814308 Prob(>chi-squared), (2) degrees of freedom: 0.000223 *
Koenker (BP) statistic 4.722746 Prob(>chi-squared), (2) degrees of freedom: 0.094291
Jarque-Bera statistic 0.595898 Prob(>chi-squared), (2) degrees of freedom: 0.742339

* Statistically significant at 0.05 level.

Table 5 indicates that the unemployment rate and the CUBEI explain about 60% of the variations
in robberies. Particularly, an increase in both the unemployment rate and the CUBEI is associated with
a decreasing in robberies. A similar relationship was observed in Table 6, which explains about 55% of
the variations in the response variable—mugging.
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Table 5. Ordinary least squares (OLS) regression output. Dependent variable = log robbery rate.

Variable Coefficient Std-Error t-Statistic Probability VIF

Intercept 5.736962 0.669151 8.573488 0.000000 * - - - - - - - - - - - -
Unemployment rate −0.145987 0.039924 −3.656607 0.000028 * 1.308012
CUBEI −1.171155 0.191252 −6.123630 0.000001 * 1.308012

Number of observations 25
Number of Variables 3
Adjusted R2 0.600750
R2 0.634020
AICc 42.757055

F-statistic 19.056328 Prob(>F), (2, 22) degrees of freedom: 0.000016 *
Wald statistic 52.386302 Prob(>chi-squared), (2) degrees of freedom: 0.000000 *
Koenker (BP) statistic 0.414304 Prob(>chi-squared), (2) degrees of freedom: 0.812896
Jarque-Bera statistic 1.479585 Prob(>chi-squared), (2) degrees of freedom: 0.477213

* Statistically significant at 0.05 level.

Table 6. OLS regression output. Dependent variable = log mugging rate.

Variable Coefficient Std-Error t-Statistic Probability VIF

Intercept 5.344318 0.762113 7.012505 0.000000 * - - - - - - - - - - - -
Unemployment rate −0.140383 0.045471 −3.087335 0.000903 * 1.308012
CUBEI −1.235970 0.217821 −5.674239 0.000008 * 1.308012

Number of observations 25
Number of Variables 3
Adjusted R2 0.558359
R2 0.595162
AICc 49.261247

F-statistic 16.171382 Prob(>F), (2, 22) degrees of freedom: 0.000048 *
Wald statistic 35.206153 Prob(>chi-squared), (2) degrees of freedom: 0.000000 *
Koenker (BP) statistic 0.232570 Prob(>chi-squared), (2) degrees of freedom: 0.890221
Jarque-Bera statistic 2.052713 Prob(>chi-squared), (2) degrees of freedom: 0.358310

* Statistically significant at 0.05 level.

The PFSB and the CUBEI explain about 68% of the variation in the residential robberies (Table 7).
Specifically, an increase in the PFSB is associated with an increase in this type of crime. Likewise, as
previously observed in other types of crimes, an increase in CUBEI is associated with a decreasing
in residential robberies. Finally, in Table 8 unemployment rate and CUBEI explain about 70% of the
variations in crimes involving weapons. When statistically significant, both of them showed a certain
consistency in their negative relationship with crimes.

Table 7. OLS regression output. Dependent variable = square root of residential robbery rate.

Variable Coefficient Std-Error t-Statistic Probability VIF

Intercept 2.027244 0.383661 5.283948 0.000008 * - - - - - - - - - - - -
PFSB 0.009103 0.003388 2.686597 0.005481 * 2.259103
CUBEI −0.439110 0.173483 −2.531133 0.017995 * 2.259103

Number of observations 25
Number of Variables 3
Adjusted R2 0.683028
R2 0.709442
AICc 24.220148

F-statistic 26.858253 Prob(>F), (2, 22) degrees of freedom: 0.000001 *
Wald statistic 66.623587 Prob(>chi-squared), (2) degrees of freedom: 0.000000 *
Koenker (BP) statistic 1.022463 Prob(>chi-squared), (2) degrees of freedom: 0.599757
Jarque-Bera statistic 1.618302 Prob(>chi-squared), (2) degrees of freedom: 0.445236

* Statistically significant at 0.05 level.
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Table 8. OLS regression output. Dependent variable = log of crime involving weapons (rate).

Variable Coefficient Std-Error t-Statistic Probability VIF

Intercept 3.936557 0.530151 7.425350 0.000008 * - - - - - - - - - - - -
Unemployment rate −0.067764 0.031631 −2.142330 0.026946 * 1.308012
CUBEI −1.144258 0.151524 −7.551674 0.000006 * 1.308012

Number of observations 25
Number of Variables 3
Adjusted R2 0.707526
R2 0.731899
AICc 31.114637

F-statistic 30.029330 Prob(>F), (2, 22) degrees of freedom: 0.000001 *
Wald statistic 34.626691 Prob(>chi-squared), (2) degrees of freedom: 0.000000 *
Koenker (BP) statistic 3.565108 Prob(>chi-squared), (2) degrees of freedom: 0.168208
Jarque-Bera statistic 0.473681 Prob(>chi-squared), (2) degrees of freedom: 0.789117

* Statistically significant at 0.05 level.

The tested variable (CUBEI) has presented a consistent and statistically significant relationship
with all five types of crimes investigated in this study (Table 9). Likewise, the unemployment rate
was consistent and statistically significant associated with robbery, mugging, and crimes involving
weapons. The household socioeconomic indicator was statistically significant only for burglary crimes
and the PFSB was statistically significant only for residential robbery crimes.

Table 9. Summary of the relationship between independent variables and crime types.

Independent Variable (IV) Relationship Type of Crime

Household socioeconomic indicator + + Burglary
CUBEI + -

Unemployment rate + - Robbery
CUBEI + -

Unemployment rate + - Mugging
CUBEI + -

PFSB + + Residential robbery
CUBEI + -

Unemployment rate + - Crimes involving weapons
CUBEI + -

+/- represent the relationships between each IV and the type of crime.

4.2. The Relationship between CUBEI and Crimes

The CUBEI captures the physical spatial arrangement of the neighborhoods, based on the
measurement of the orthogonality of the street network (RegSI), the navigability of the streets (RNC),
the density of the built-up areas (POS), and the partition of the streets (ETA index). The CUBEI
expresses a general indication of the quality of the neighborhoods’ physical environment according to
the principle of CPTED and BWT, relative to crime opportunities. From the results, we observed in
Table 3 that, overall, all the five types of crimes analyzed in this study have shown a general trend of
decreasing as the quality of the neighborhoods’ physical environment improves. This observation is
supported by the general principles of CPTED as previously described.

However, since the quality of the urban built environment can be correlated with socioeconomic
variables and household’s income, we performed correlation analysis between the CUBEI and
socioeconomic variable (ρ = 0.192; Sig. = 0.359) and income (ρ = −0.257; Sig. = 0.215), which were both
shown to be not statistically significant. This information (Figure 5) helped us to conclude that the
observed relationship between crimes (burglary, robbery, mugging, residential robbery, and crimes
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involving weapons) and CUBEI is independent to the poverty (i.e., household income, household
socioeconomic indicators).
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5. Discussion

Given that a very limited number of empirical studies on the relationship between the urban built
environment and crimes focus on measuring the physical spatial structure at the neighborhood level
by integrating different spatial components and on the moderating effects of socioeconomic factors in
developing countries, this study contributes to the literature by providing new and valuable evidence
on the relationship between the urban built environment and different specific types of crimes, leading
to a deeper understanding of said relationship. In addition, the UBEIs developed in this study (i.e.,
POS, RNC, and RegSI; NAge and PFSB) will fill the existing gap in the literature and provide better
indicators to studies that highly demand UBEIs such as urban planning, energy efficiency, public
health/urban walking [34,53], and body mass index [54].

5.1. Effect of UBEIs and CUBEI in Crimes

Overall, the correlation results of the individuals’ UBEIs with different crimes types were
statistically significant and consistent with previous studies, with the exception of RegSI, which was
not statistically significant. Both extrinsic indicators (NAge and PFSB) were positively associated with
all type of crimes studied.

An increase in RNC is associated with a consistent decreasing rate of all types of crimes in the
study area. However, it was slightly higher in residential robbery and crimes involving weapons
scenario. Legibility is strictly related to the principle of surveillance of CPTED, which states that
neighborhoods with complex street networks tend to register more crimes because they are difficult to
navigate by both pedestrians and security officers [22,30]. Conversely, according to rational choice
theory [5], this is a suitable environment from the offenders’ perspective.

Unlike cities of developed countries, in Praia. the denser neighborhoods are old, informal areas
that today are relatively close to the city center. These neighborhoods are denser than those planned
neighborhoods or those located in the city center. This fact justifies our findings that as POS increases,
the crime rates decrease, meaning that very compact urban environments lead to higher crime rates,
especially burglary, because compact neighborhoods tend to diminish the visibility between houses
and increase social friction [7,22]. In opposition, open spaces improve visibility, reduce the fear of
crimes, and promote safety. Another fact is that in Praia, very dense neighborhoods generally present
deficiency in car parking, leading residents to park their cars on street sidewalks, worsening passive
surveillance and offering hiding places for criminals.
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As hypothesized, neighborhoods where the average street lengths are larger tend to promote
better walkability and wider visibility or passive surveillance. This fact may support the negative
relationship found between ETA index and crimes rates.

Regarding the extrinsic indicators, neighborhoods with higher PFSB are associated with an increase
in crime rates, especially crimes involving weapons (ρ = 0.844), mugging (ρ = 0.726), and residential
robbery (ρ = 0.721). In general, these types of crimes are highly dependent on neighbors’ interactions.
For instance, empirical evidence has shown that, in Praia, gangs act more in neighboring neighborhoods
than in their own for many reasons; they can be easily recognized by the local population, they have a
sense of territoriality and ownership, and they have stronger social interaction with locals. Similarly,
offenders committing mugging and residential robbery adopt the same strategy. This fact may generate
more social friction between neighborhoods leading to higher crime rates [7], particularly the types of
crimes mentioned above. In fact, some studies [55] have suggested traffic barriers and road closures as
effective crime prevention techniques.

Crimes involving weapons are strongly correlated with CUBEI, which means that the integration
of the principles of CPTED and BWT in the urban planning process may result in an overall decrease
of this type of crime. In summary, all types of crimes analyzed in this study have shown some degree
of association with individuals UBEIs and the CUBEI, which also show some consistency with our
expected hypotheses and some previous studies. For example, the relationship between CUBEI and all
types of crimes analyzed in this study is supported by the principles of CPTED and the BWT.

From our results (Table 4), socioeconomic indicators presented a positive relationship and CUBEI
a negative relationship with burglary, respectively. This indicates that neighborhoods with high
socioeconomic indicators are associated with higher burglary rates. This fact may be because high
socioeconomic indicators suggest, on the one hand, high neighborhood accessibility and permeability
and, on the other, from the offenders’ perspective, higher probability of succeeding in their activities.
In contrast, an improvement in neighborhood planning, represented as CUBEI, is associated with a
decrease in burglary rate. In fact, BWT posits that neighborhood physical disorder is a key factor
for the reproduction of criminals’ activities. In addition, planned neighborhood has both, better
passive and active surveillance compared with non-planned neighborhoods. For example, in Praia,
police stations are mostly located in planned neighborhoods, and these neighborhoods also present a
mixed land-use (residential, commercial, and services) that, according to principles of CPTED, enforce
passive surveillance.

The observed effect of the unemployment rate on both types of crime, robbery and mugging
(Tables 5 and 6), contrast with what is hypothesized in previous studies. We observed that an increase
in unemployment rate is associated with a decrease in robbery and residential robbery. This effect was
expected in our study area, given the reduced size of the neighborhoods. This fact strengthens social
relations and territoriality and hence decreases the probability of criminals’ success. Moreover, both
types of crimes require physical strength and direct contact with the victims, which is much easier
toward strangers.

The observed positive relationship between PFSB and residential burglary suggests that
neighborhoods with more connections with closer neighborhoods facilitate the entrance of strangers,
which may result in more residential robberies since in theory criminals have their own search radius.
On the other hand, this shows that external influence might exist even in cases where Moran I index
shows evidence of no spatial dependence. Therefore, there is a need to develop indicators that count
for spatial relationship in areas where the irregularity of surface topography masks existing spatial
relationship and boundary adjacency.

As previously explained, the contrasting effect of the unemployment rate in robbery and mugging
is yet observed in crimes involving weapons. We were expecting to have more crimes involving
weapons in neighborhoods with higher unemployment rates, especially because a significant number
of this type of crime has its origin from gangs called “thugs” in the Praia suburbs. However, as reported
by the US Department of State [56] in Praia many street crimes are not reported to the authorities and
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therefore are not included in official statistics, especially muggings where locals see low probability
in recovering their stolen belongings. This fact might be verified more often in the suburbs than in
other areas.

Lima [57] refers to Praia as a “broken city, where poverty is engraved in the urban morphology”;
however, our results showed a non-statistically significant relationship between poverty (measured
by average income and socioeconomic indicators) and the neighborhoods’ UBE characteristics. The
results demonstrate some of the advantages of the proposed indicators and argue in favor of their use
in the urban built environment studies and many other interrelated fields.

5.2. Methodological Discussion

As previously mentioned, one of the regression analysis assumptions is the independence of
the observations; however, geographic data generally presents spatial dependency, which is states in
Tobler’s law, that “everything is related to everything else, but near things are more related than distant
things.” Since preliminary exploratory data analysis pointed out an absence of spatial autocorrelation of
crime intensities, which is reasonable in our study area, where the irregular surface topography weakens
the spatial contiguity and connectivity among neighborhoods, ordinary least squares regression was
chosen instead of spatial regression.

This study provides a new methodological approach to normalize crime data by using the
neighborhood’s built-up area as a variable in the denominator, which is more realistic than population
or neighborhood area itself. However, using built-up areas in the denominator assumes that all the
crimes happened within its geographical extent, which may not be true in many circumstances for
certain types of crime. Despite this limitation, this technique avoids the overestimation of crime
intensity in the neighborhood with large administrative boundary but small built-up area. We extended
the concept of the urban built environment by introducing new and more complete and realist
measurements which are able to capture the spatial arrangement of building footprints and roads
providing a sense of the degree of planning (i.e., intrinsic-POS, RegSI, RNC, ETA and extrinsic-Nage,
PFSB); filling the existing knowledge gap on the literature, since the physical form of the neighborhood
was underestimated and simplified.

Although we developed the CUBEI and we found its effect on different types of crimes, particularly
in the city of Praia, Cape Verde, this trend may not be necessarily observed in other geographical
regions, especially in developed countries, where there are different urban development processes,
socio-economic lifestyles, and social relations. Therefore, we strongly recommend similar studies
to be conducted by using a larger number of observations that might produce more accurate and
reliable results by including several individual UBEIs as independent variables. The limited number of
observations limit the number of independent variables which might be incorporated in the model,
leading to model overestimation parameters [50,51]. Moreover, this study is easy to replicate since we
have provided sufficient methodological details to calculate both UBEIs and CUBEI. Individual UBEIs
are more useful for larger sample size studies, while CUBEI is more valuable in studies conducted in a
small study area with a reduced sample size.

5.3. Implications for Healthy City Planning

This study provides an important clue to urban planners and policy-makers to incorporate CPTED
principles and BWT in the conceptualization of their urban plans, both in policy and practical terms, in
order to reduce the fear and the incidence of crime and to promote safety in the neighborhoods, by
designing and arranging the elements of the urban tissue (e.g., roads and buildings, public spaces,
etc.) that leads to a healthier urban built environment which promote well-being and quality of
life. Specifically incorporating this paradigm encourages walkability, improves air circulation, and
promotes mental and sexual health, which positively influence people’s behaviors and attitudes [58,59].

Furthermore, effective holistic urban planning that provides a physical environment for efficient
passive surveillance, grid street network design, high legibility, open spaces, regulated routine
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maintenance and management of urban spaces, and discouragement of under-used streets either in the
early design stage or in the modification of the existing urban environment may prevent or minimize
the consequences of many others social issues, such as crime and deficient public health. Public health
is strictly linked with the built environment. Therefore, urban spaces planned to encourage walkability
are beneficial, especially for those more vulnerable to a sedentary life (e.g., the elderly, children, young
parents, the unemployed, and the immobile), providing them opportunities to engage in regular daily
walking and cycling, thus reducing the risk of diseases and promoting well-being and, consequently,
supportive social contact [58].

However, especially in developing countries that are experiencing rapid and intense urbanization
processes, effort must be taken so that road network design anticipates the construction of the building
in the early planning stage since it establishes the definitive physical structure of the neighborhood that
may be crucial for many future interventions. Likewise, urban rehabilitation and interventions should
promote land-use diversity, walkability, open spaces and recreational facilities, and safer boundaries
between neighborhoods.

6. Conclusions

Based on the vector data of building footprints and street networks, we calculated and developed
several UBEIs and applied them to different neighborhoods in Praia. Empirically, these indicators
revealed some consistent and meaningful interpretation of the reality of the UBEIs presented at each
studied neighborhood.

Although correlation does not imply causation, both Spearman’s correlation coefficient and
OLS model showed that the physical form of the urban built environment (urban morphology) is
substantially associated with the crime rates. Specifically, poor urban environment (low legibility and
degree of planning) is associated with an increase in crime rates, even after controlling for average
household income and socioeconomic indicator. There was no statistically significant correlation
between the CUBEI and average household income and socioeconomic indicators, suggesting that
the CUBEI is an independent variable. The integration of the CPTED principles and BWT may result
in more holistic urban plans, and if well implemented, it might save the government considerable
financial resources, specifically in the public security sector. Therefore, building implantation and road
placement within cities must be planned to promote human health, well-being, and security.
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Appendix A Crimes types used in this study

Table A1. Crimes classification used in this study and their subtypes.

Burglary

(1) Theft on the public realm, (2) residential burglary, (3) theft in the public/private institution, (4) shoplifting,
(5) theft on the agriculture property, (6) theft of vehicle.

Robbery

(7) Mugging, (8) mugging using weapons, (9) mugging using white arm, (10) robbery on the public realm, (11)
residential robbery, (12) robbery in the public/private institutions, (13) robbery in the shop, (14) robbery in the
agriculture properties, (15) robbery of vehicle.

Residential Robbery

(16) Residential robbery

Mugging

(17) Mugging

Muggings using weapons

(18) Muggings involving weapons

Other crimes involving weapons

(19) Corporal offence using a firearm, (20) corporal offence using a white weapon, (21) corporal offence to
police personnel using a firearm, (22) corporal offence to police personnel using a white weapon, (23) illegal
possession of a firearm, (24) illegal possession of white weapons.

Crimes involving weapons *

* Crimes involving weapons is the sum of other crimes involving weapons and mugging using weapons.

Appendix B Calculation of streets orientation (azimuth)

Code (B.1). Python code used to calculate the street orientation
180 + math.atan2 ((!Shape.lastpoint.Y! - !Shape.firstpoint.Y!),(!Shape.lastpoint.X! -

!Shape.firstpoint.X!)) * (180/math.pi)
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